An atypical case of Kawasaki disease presenting with cholestatic jaundice
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Introduction

Kawasaki disease (KD) is dreaded because of its potential to cause coronary aneurysms. Cholestatic jaundice is a less known presentation of KD and no previous cases are reported from Sri Lanka. Here we present a ten year old boy with KD, presenting initially with cholestatic jaundice.

Case report

A previously healthy 11 year old boy was admitted with high fever, myalgia and tea coloured urine of 3 days duration. He did not have anorexia, nausea or vomiting. He had deep icterus and bilateral tender cervical lymphadenopathy. He had no skin rashes, conjunctivitis or changes in oral cavity and extremities. He had tender hepatomegaly, liver being felt 4cm below the right costal margin. Gallbladder and spleen were not palpable.

On admission, his total serum bilirubin was 66.9µmol/L with a direct fraction of 52.1µmol/L. White blood count was 15.2 x 10⁹/L, with 81% neutrophils. Platelet count was 250 x 10⁹/L initially, but rose to 725 x 10⁹/L during the second week. C-reactive protein was 96, erythrocyte sedimentation rate 120 in first hour, urine bile salts positive and urinary urobilinogen 3+. Serology for Hepatitis A & C, Leptospira and Mycoplasma was negative. Hepatitis B surface antigen, Monospot test and antinuclear antibodies were negative.

On third day after admission, he developed bilateral, non-purulent conjunctivitis and ultrasound scan of abdomen revealed hydrops of the gallbladder. At this stage KD with an atypical presentation was considered in the differential diagnosis. Echocardiogram, done on the seventh day of illness, revealed an 8.1mm giant aneurysm in the left anterior descending artery (LAD) and a 6 mm sized aneurysm in the right coronary artery. Both were proximal and fusiform. Within 2 hours of starting patient on intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) 2g/kg he had anaphylactic shock. Anaphylaxis was managed with hydrocortisone and adrenaline and IVIG was continued at a slower rate over the next 24 hours, without further reactions. The temperature settled immediately with IVIG. Echocardiogram was repeated on the 12th day and the aneurysms were 9.5mm in LAD and 5mm in the right coronary artery.

During the course of the illness inflamed oral mucosa, skin rashes or desquamation of skin were not noted in this patient. Other than for coronary aneurysms the child made an uneventful recovery and jaundice settled within first week of admission. Child was started on anti-inflammatory dose of aspirin and warfarin. He was discharged from the hospital after 14 days of hospital stay.

Discussion

Atypical KD is a dilemma to the clinician. Atypical / incomplete presentation is observed in about 20% of the KD patients¹. Coronary artery involvement is around 15-25% in untreated KD but IVIG administration within the first 10 days reduces the risk to about 2-4%. However, because of the cost and side effects one should be selective when administering IVIG. Serious side effects like anaphylaxis and acute renal failure are reported following IVIG but delaying IVIG increase the risk of coronary complications in KD⁶,⁷.

KD is associated with vasculitis in small and medium sized arteries, predominantly in young children⁸. Only about 7.5% KD patients are more than 9 years old but they carry a higher risk of coronary abnormalities⁹. Typical diagnostic criteria of KD include at least five days of fever plus four features out of the following: bilateral non-purulent conjunctival injection, oral mucosal changes, extremity changes, rash and unilateral cervical lymphadenopathy >1.5 cmⁱ⁰,¹¹. Thrombocytosis, hydrops of the gallbladder and desquamation of periungual skin are also characteristic of KD¹².

Apart from high fever, our patient did not have any diagnostic features of KD initially. This case...
highlights the importance of considering KD in any child presenting with high fever of unknown aetiology, even though classical features are absent. Though rare, KD presenting as cholestatic jaundice is well documented\textsuperscript{13,14,1}. However, coronary aneurysms and cholestatic jaundice in the same patient has been reported only once before\textsuperscript{12}. Although KD mostly affects small children, as in our patient, cholestasis is observed mainly in older children, with an average age of 5.2 years.

Exact explanation for cholestasis in KD is not known. In KD with cholestasis, the gallbladder is oedematous and acalculus. Enlarged mesenteric lymph nodes are reported\textsuperscript{16}. Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain cholestasis in KD. Obstruction due to vasculitis or enlarged lymph nodes at porta hepatitis, cystic duct wall oedema, inflammation of liver and gallbladder serosa or intrahepatic cholangitis\textsuperscript{16,17} are among them.

In KD, coronary aneurysms can be seen as early as 4 days, but peak incidence is around 4 weeks\textsuperscript{15}. In our patient giant coronary aneurysms were present by the seventh day of illness. Coronary aneurysms are termed giant, when internal diameter is >8 mm\textsuperscript{19}. Approximately 50% of aneurysms regress within 5 years and the majority of small coronary aneurysms regress within 2 years\textsuperscript{20}. Regression of coronary aneurysms depends on initial size (<5 mm more likely than >8 mm), age of patient (more likely when age <1 year), morphology ( fusiform aneurysms more than saccular aneurysms), and distal aneurysms more than proximal\textsuperscript{21}.

Even when aneurysms are already present, IVIG should be administered because IVIG is expected to enhance resolution of aneurysms. In our patient IVIG had to be stopped due to anaphylactic shock, but with slower infusion rate over 24 hours complete dose was administrated without further reactions. This approach is useful in patients developing reactions with IVIG.

Thrombus formation within coronary aneurysms leading to myocardial infarction is a major concern. Therefore the patient was started on aspirin, and warfarin was given to keep the international normalized ratio (INR) between 2 and 2.5. The patient will be followed up with repeated echocardiograms to assess the progress. Stress test and angiography will be considered if clinical features suggest stenosis of coronary arteries\textsuperscript{22}.

In a child with unexplained fever and cholestatic jaundice, atypical KD should be considered. This presentation is more likely among older children with KD. In children who develop anaphylactic reactions with IVIG, slow infusion over 24 hours could reduce the risk of reactions.
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